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Amelia Su only felt a little dizzy, and her eyes were a little dark, and the internal organs of her body 

began to feel a little painful, she even Before he could cover his chest with his hands, he suddenly lost 

consciousness and fell heavily to the ground. 

George Han wanted to greet everyone with a smile at first, but when he saw Amelia Su like this, he was 

surprised and nervous at the same time. He hurriedly lifted Xia Wei up and tried to break into Amelia 

Su’s hand with a burst of energy. The energy entered his body, and Han Sanqiancai was even more 

panicked. 

There doesn’t seem to be any problem in Amelia Su’s body, but what happens is that her body is in 

extreme decline at this time, and it is no exaggeration to say that if it is allowed to continue, Amelia Su 

may even have Danger to life. 

Thinking of this, George Han didn’t care about taking care of anyone, hugged Amelia Su and ran all the 

way towards the 

bamboo house . 

Ningyue, Qin Shuang, Ziqing, Dao Twelve and others saw this, and quickly put down the tableware and 

chopsticks in their hands, and followed them all the way. 

Only Lu Zhu and Su Yan, the master and servant looked at each other worriedly at this time, as if they 

already knew this would be the case, and after thinking about it for a long time and the six monsters, 

they followed closely. 

Inside the bamboo house, Ningyue had already held Han Nian in her hands, leading a large group of 

people to wait quietly outside the bamboo house door, waiting for George Han’s dispatch at any time. 

They had a tacit understanding and knew that the more they could not bother George Han at such a 

time, the silent after-sales service was the top priority. 

“What’s wrong with Sister Amelia Su? She has always been in good health, why did she suddenly 

faint??” Wang Simin was at the front line of the crowd, and she was extremely anxious at this time. 

Although the fact that George Han has a wife has dealt a great blow to her, her relationship in the world 

of heavenly books 

After coming down, not only did she not hold any grudge against Amelia Su for “snatching” the person 

she loved, on the contrary, she also began to understand why George Han was guarding Amelia Su. 

To her, Amelia Su is a woman who looks imperfect but is the most perfect. In terms of temperament and 

beauty, of course she will not be Qin Shuang’s opponent. In terms of body and soft personality, she is 

not even as good as Ziqing, but in the cultivation base. On the top, she seems to be much worse than 

herself and Ningyue. 

But it is these people who are inferior to everything. After they are combined, there is a kind of 

perfection that is unique to her. 



Perhaps as the world said, there is no perfect person or thing in this world, only the incomplete is the 

most perfect. Amelia Su is a thorough interpretation of this concept. 

Ningyue frowned, and like Fuli, she chose not to speak, but their hearts were incomparably blamed. Han 

George Han was not there, Fumang died, and Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng was a man, and it was the 

responsibility of taking care of Amelia Su. It naturally fell on her, and it also fell on Fuli, who came out 

with Fujia. 

However, for so long, neither of them had noticed any discomfort in Amelia Su’s body. Now that Amelia 

Su suddenly fainted, it must be because the two of them were not taking good care of her. 

The three of Swordsman and Moyang are also quite self-blame. They have been obsessed with 

cultivation. They want not only to not drag George Han back in the future, but also to help him. They 

also neglected to take care of Amelia Su. 

But just when a group of people were worried and blamed themselves, Lu Zhu gently avoided the 

crowd, led her young lady Su Yan slowly from behind, and tried to walk towards the bamboo house. 

Qin Shuang’s face condensed, and she turned slightly to the side to block Su Yan: “Miss Su, don’t disturb 

George Han and Amelia Su. If he needs it, he will call us.” 

Su Yan shook her head . : “Sister Shuang, I know what happened to Amelia Su, I want to go in and tell 

George Han.” 

“Do you know what’s going on?” 

Hearing this, not only Qin Shuang frowned, but even Ningyue and the others looked at Su Yan in unison. 

“Not only she knows, but we also know.” 

At this moment, Qing Ji and Mo Beitian also stood up in the crowd one after another. 

This time, the group of people became even more puzzled. Although they had already known each other 

during the meal, they knew that they were the leaders of the old-fashioned powerhouses in the Demon 

Race. 

But they were always new to the scene, so how could they know about Amelia Su’s situation? 

They are like this, and Su Yan, who knows the truth of the matter, is even more strange. Even at this 

time, she is still extremely vigilant. Obviously only the three of them know about it. 
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“Don’t talk too much, it’s important to save people.” Mo Beitian urged. 

Qin Shuang, Ningyue and the others looked at each other, and Mo Yang opened his mouth at this time: 

“Since it is a friend brought back by George Han, we should naturally believe it. Besides, when George 

Han was trapped in the Sleepy Immortal Valley that day, they were also Hearing Mo Yang’s words, Qin 

Shuang and Ningyue 



finally nodded to each other, then Qin Shuang stepped aside and invited the four of them into the 

house. 

Inside the room, although George Han had already detected that there was no toxin in Amelia Su’s body, 

as a half-hearted disciple of Xianling Island, he could still intuitively judge that Amelia Su must have been 

poisoned. 

It’s just that George Han doesn’t know what this poison is. 

“She is rootless.” 

Almost at this moment, the four Mo Beitian walked into the room one after another. 

“The poison in the world, even if it is poisonous again, must have its root, and if there is a root, 

there must be a source, and if there is a source, it can be cured, but the rootless poison is called rootless 

poison because it has no root at all, and it naturally has no root at all. No solution!” Qing Ji added coldly. 

“No root poison?” George Han frowned. 

“This poison has color and taste, and it is not difficult to identify itself, but the difficulty is that it is so 

poisonous that it is like a vine in the desert. It’s like climbing to the sky, so there is a saying in the land of 

the demons, if there is no root poison, you can only prepare filial piety.” Mo Beitian also explained, 

when the words were over, he glanced at Qing Ji and said, “Turn the temperature to High point.” 

Qing Ji nodded and said no more, with a move of her hand, a burst of energy rose from the palm of her 

hand, and then turned into a flame, baking the room, causing the temperature in the room to rise 

rapidly. 

Seeing that the temperature was stable, Mo Beitian continued to George Han 

: “The more cold the rootless poison is in the environment, the more painful the poisoner will be. On the 

contrary, the high temperature will slow down the poison slightly, making her less painful. .” 

George Han nodded. 

“How could she be poisoned with this kind of poison?” Qing Ji hung the fire in the air, and then 

withdrew her hand. She couldn’t help frowning and said: “As far as I know, rootless poison should not 

appear in this world. 

” At least, it shouldn’t be this time.” 

George Han frowned, “What does this mean?” 

“Rootless poison is actually a life-and-death sentence, and the poisoned person will surely die, because 

it is too evil, plus This poison formula is extremely strange, the rumors have been completely lost 

millions of years ago, and no one can make this kind of strange poison.” Mobei Tiandao. 

“Really?” George Han asked curiously. 

Qing Ji gave a wry smile: “My two sects are both the oldest in the Demon Clan, 



maybe not as powerful as some nobles or new talents, and their development is not better than others, 

but if it comes to some traditional things of the Demon Clan, I believe that no one in this land of demons 

knows more and is more authoritative than us.” 

“Since Mo Beitian and I dare to say that rootless poison cannot appear in today’s world, it will definitely 

not appear.” 

“But right now . , this poison has already appeared.” George Han said. 

Facts speak louder than words! 

The two of them nodded undeniably: “Yes, this is also a strange place for us now, so I am very curious 

now, where did she get poisoned?” 

Speaking of this, George Han felt ashamed. As a man of Amelia Su, ironically, even he himself did not 

know when and where Amelia Su was poisoned. 

Trying to recall the past, it seems that there is no clue at all. 

At this time, it has been low 

Su Yan and Lu Zhu, who were holding their heads, took a step forward slowly. Then, Su Yan said with 

guilt: “Actually, her poison has something to do with me.” 

“It has something to do with you?” George Han Meng He stood up, his eyes turned a bit ruthless 

because he was too nervous and surprised. 

Lu Zhu was startled, and hurriedly explained the whole story for her young lady. 

After listening to all the details of the events of the day, George Han, Qingji and Mo Beitian all frowned, 

especially Qingji and Mo Beitian, who were all staring at them. With Su Yan. 

“Wait a minute, you said the old man who gave you things, you can’t remember what he looked like?” 

Hearing their question, Su Yan nodded, Qing Ji and Mo Beitian were shocked, and then They looked at 

each other in horror, as if the two of them already knew something… 

 


